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The Airtable Difference
Content operations teams need more agility and 
adaptability than ever before due to constantly 
changing content, campaigns, collaborators, and 
more. Airtable is a highly visual, flexible database that 
empowers teams to keep up with change by ensuring 
all your data is centralized and in sync. 

Teams can view, analyze, and build workflows around 
truly up-to-date info in the ways that work best for 
them, streamlining every phase of the content lifecycle.

Airtable eliminates the chaos of content operations at scale, so teams can focus on the creativity that 
truly sets them apart. See how Airtable empowers content teams with dynamic workflows so they can 
seamlessly manage every stage of the content lifecycle and deliver high-velocity, high-quality work.

Airtable for 
Content Operations

Solutions Brief: Airtable for Content Operations

Easily add collaborators 
and import data

View campaigns in 
calendar, Gantt, and other 
views

Bring in data from teams  
such as titles and launches

Roll up data from disparate 
teams with multi-source sync

Understand status of 
content and owner at 
each task stage

Easily filter across 
thousands of assets

Measure resource 
availability based on 
work assignment

Stay on track with 
automated email digests

Plan Campaigns 
and Launches

Sync Data  
Across Systems

Produce and  
Track Assets

Assign Work  
and Requests1 2 3 4

Customize key workflows 
such as approvals

Add comments and 
annotations to visual assets

Customize and automate 
reports with Page Designer

Create or install dashboards 
for real-time data insights

Push updates to Facebook, 
Twitter, Hootsuite, etc.

Connect Airtable to other 
systems via APIs

Measure content velocity, 
resource allocation, and 
return on effort

Execute Approvals 
and Reviews

Update Stakeholders 
on Progress

Distribute Content 
Into Channels

Measure Success 
and Improve5 6 7 8

How Airtable Supports Every Stage of the Content Lifecycle
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Ready to transform your content workflows?
Learn more about Airtable for Content Operations or contact your Airtable sales representative.

Solutions Brief: Airtable for Content Operations

Drill into efficiency and impact
Enable everyone to view data in the ways that best 
meet their needs with customizable dashboards  
and real-time visibility into content progress and KPIs. 

Work smarter with automations
Spend less time on repetitive work with automation templates. 
For example, keep project stakeholders informed and on track 
with the email digest automation.

Let your data do the work
Move beyond manual data sharing with data synchronization. Instantly sync data —such as content calendars and 
campaigns — across teams and tools to eliminate duplicative work. Enable teams to share and enrich data with a link, 
or collaborate on a shared view of table data. 

Trusted by 250,000+ of the world’s leading companies

https://airtable.com/solutions/content-operations

